
WELCOME TO PHO CITY
Aserver emerges

hurriedly from the
kitchen at Pho Ve
Dem on Bellaire,
pushing a metal cart

carrying piping-hot bowls of pho,
the Vietnamese noodle soup. As he
whizzes past my table, aromas of
beef tinged with toasted star anise
andmyriad other spices emanate
fromwafts of steam in the cart’s
wake.

Comfort food takes different
forms for different people. For
me, a Vietnamese-American
whose parents immigrated
to the U.S. after the fall
of Saigon in 1975, these
are the smells of my
childhood, my homeland.
Pho is something I know
by heart. I look around
the 18-seat, hole-in-the-
wall restaurant’s dining room.
Patrons from an array of ethnic
backgrounds are contentedly

digging into their bowls, slurping
up long strands of elastic rice
noodles in between spoonfuls of

rich, fragrant broth.
The scene makes me

proud— because as much
as pho is an intrinsic part
of me, it’s finally gone
mainstream.
Nationally, pho is so on

trend that Lucky Peach, the
food-culture magazine founded
by celebrity chef/restaurateur
David Chang, dedicated an entire

issue to it this year. (Chang, by
the way, also recently declared
that Houston has America’s best
Vietnamese food in a column
for GQmagazine.) Bon Appétit
named pho among the 23 Coolest
Restaurant Trends of 2016. And
a new cookbook on the subject is
set to publish in February (Andrea
Nguyen’s “The Pho Cookbook”).

Houstonians, of course, have
embraced the centuries-old
Vietnamese dish for years. But
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‘IT’ FOOD

Celebrity chef/restaurateur David Chang recently declared that Houston has America’s best Vietnamese food, namely pho.
Michael Ciaglo / Houston Chronicle
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How Houstonians are shaping the future of Vietnamese soup that’s gone mainstream

Foodanddining trends
towatch for in2017

Say so long, spiralized
vegetable “pasta.” Arrive-
derci, avocado toast.Move
over, matcha. Farewell,
frosé.

Aswewelcome a new
year in gastronomy, we
have to leave behind food
trends thatmay have

sounded exciting at the
outset but clearly became
as dated and unwelcomely
omnipresent as truffle-
oil fries. Thatmeanswe
have to part wayswith
rainbow bagels, sushi bur-
ritos, freakshakes (overly
adornedmilkshakes) and
shishito peppers.

So aswe kick kale to

the curb— yes, great leafy
one, you spread yourself
too thin—we get ready
towelcome a slew of new
food and dining trends.
Here’s what some food ex-
perts and trend-watchers
saywe’ll be eating (and
howwe’ll be eating) in
2017.

By GregMorago
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Plant-based
diets are
on the rise
for 2017,
according
to trend-
watchers.
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in the eyes of the world,
this is the year that pho
became a thing. Like
barbecue, poke, ramen
and soup dumplings, pho
has become the focus of
foodie pilgrimages and
late-night food runs,
of endless Instagram
posts and foodie debates:
Where is the best pho in
the city? In the country?

In this, Houston has
an edge. In fact, I’ll
throw down the gauntlet:
Houston is home to the
best pho in America.

It makes perfect sense:
Houston boasts the
third-largest Vietnamese
population in the nation
(110,000, according to
2010 U.S. Census data).
This soulful noodle
soup— first introduced
to Houstonians in the
Vietnamese enclaves
of Midtown and east
downtown in the late ’70s
and ’80s at places such as
Mai’s and Pho Cong Ly—
has emerged as one of our
city’s must-try signature
dishes, right up there
with Ninfa’s Original Tex-
Mex fajitas.

Pho is no longer
confined to Vietnamese-
centric enclaves, either.
New pho joints are
popping up in every
major suburb, such as
on the outskirts of New
Territory in Sugar Land,
where The Pho Shack
is poised to open, or
in Rosenberg, where
construction has begun
on Pho Huynh. The soup
has even gone upscale
at restaurants such as
River Oaks District’s Le
Colonial, where Saigon-
born Nicole Routhier
—whose 1989 cookbook
“The Foods of Vietnam”
was seminal in helping
introduce Vietnamese
cuisine to NewYork and
the rest of America —
consulted on the menu.

From Baytown to
Tomball to Palacios,
where Anthony Bourdain
famously visited a bait
shop/cafe for pho in
his Houston episode
of “Parts Unknown,”
pho restaurants are
now as easy to find
asWhataburger. A
quick count of local
establishments with the
word “pho” in their name
number well over 100.
And that’s not including
traditional restaurants
that simply serve the
dish.

The breadth of choices
alone would make
Houston a bona fide pho
lover’s paradise. But
it’s our local love of pho
and the increasingly
high demand for it that
have made Houston a
destination for the most
creative expressions of
pho in the country.

So, what exactly
is pho? Andmore

important, how do you
distinguish a good bowl
of pho from a bad one?
At its most basic, pho is
made of a bone broth,
rice noodles andmeat
toppings. Traditionally,
there are only two
accepted versions: pho
bo (beef pho) and pho ga
(chicken pho).

I asked Dien Pham,
the 52-year-old owner of
the popular Pho Dien on
Bellaire, what makes a
good bowl of pho. “It has
to start with bones,” he
said. “The broth needs
to be made from bones,
simmered for a minimum
of 12 hours.” Other
important elements:
fresh, elastic rice noodles
and high-quality meat
toppings.

Pham should know.
When he moved to
Houston in 2011 and
quietly opened his tiny
restaurant on the side of
a strip mall in the Saigon
Houston Plaza, his goal
was serve pho that would
compete with established
pho shops such as Pho
Binh, which had an
existing location on the
same block.

Pham’s pho quickly
set a standard that had
other pho entrepreneurs
scrambling to emulate
his formula. His broth
was a thing of beauty:
deeply flavored and
rich with bone essence,
almost silky in texture,
and subtly aromatic. But
his beef topping set him
apart. Instead of offering
the thinly sliced rare eye
of round that other joints
had been utilizing for
decades, he bought filet
mignon andmarinated it,
introducing Houstonians
to a new version of the
dish called pho tai uop.

Discerning pho
connoisseurs could
tell the difference
immediately. Through
word of mouth, lines
started forming at the
door.Within two years,
Phamwas successful
enough to open a second
location, Pho Dien 2, less
than a mile away.

And yet Pham’s pho
is just one example of
the many ways you can
enjoy the noodle soup in
Houston. You could go
to Pho Ga Dakao and get
a bowl of chicken pho
with a bowl of giblets on
the side. Pho AHung By
Night, meanwhile, takes
its Vietnamese roasted
veal calf appetizer (be
thui) and serves it as a
replacement for the rare
eye of round to make pho
tai be.

At Les Ba’get, a cafe in
Montrose that specializes
in banhmi sandwiches,
chef/owner Cat Huynh
offers build-your-own
pho and entices diners to
order whole roasted bone
marrow to go with it.

And then there’s the

Pho from page D1
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SIX BOWLS OF PHO TO TRY IN HOUSTON
PHO DIEN
You’d think that having
two locations less than
mile from each other
would be bad thing,
but pho connoisseurs
flock to Pho Dien for
its undeniably delicious
trifecta of rich beef bone
broth, fresh noodles and
quality beef toppings.

What to order:
Pho dac biet (house
special) with tai uop rare
marinated filet mignon
on the side.

Address:
10623 Bellaire, Suite
C198, 832-328-1866,
and 11830 Bellaire,
281-495-9600;
phodienhouston.webs.
com

PHO SAIGON MIDTOWN
Houston’s diversity is
on display daily at this
28-year-old pho house in
Midtown, where students,
businesspeople and
neighborhood regulars
find happiness in bowls
of noodle soup ladled
with delicate, clear broth
generously topped cuts of
everything from rare eye of
round to tripe, tendon and
brisket.

What to order:
Pho tai bo vien (rare
beef eye of round and
beef meatballs) with
the tai on the side.

Address:
2808 Milam,
Suite D, 713-524-3734;
phosaigonnoodlehouse.
com

LES BA’GET
In addition to banh
mi, the customizable
pho menu at this
trendy Montrose cafe
was designed for the
millennial generation.

What to order:
Build-your-own pho
bowl for one price with
a choice of fatty brisket,
filet mignon, beef
tendon, beef meatball,
lean brisket, beef tripe or
tofu. Optional upgrades
include whole roasted
bone marrow served
on a sizzling comal, or
a side bowl of bone
marrow with quail egg.

Address:
1717 Montrose,
832-548-1080;
lesbaget.com

PHO VE DEM
Craving pho at night?
This old-school mom-
and-pop joint opens
every Tuesday through
Sunday from 5 p.m. to
1 a.m. serving hearty
bowls of 17- to 18-hour
simmered pho.

What to order:
Pho with hand-cut
filet mignon and bo
vien (meatballs), and
a side bowl of fall-
off-the-bone duoi bo
(oxtails).

Address:
13030 Bellaire,
281-983-0599

PHO A HUNG BY NIGHT

The owners at this
restaurant started the
trend of offering be thui
(a Vietnamese appetizer
of roasted veal calf) as a
pho topping.

What to order:
Pho tai be (thinly sliced
rare veal calf round steak).
Dip the rare slices into the
hot broth to cook them,
then dip the meat into
the accompanying ginger
dipping sauce for a hot-
pot-meets-rice-noodle
experience. Side bowls of
tuy xuong bone marrow
and/or duoi be oxtail are
excellent supplements.

Address:
11900 Bellaire, Suite D,
281-498-8899

PHO GA DAKAO
Most pho houses
focus on pho bo (beef
pho); the specialty at
this popular spot is
chicken pho (pho ga).

What to order:
Pho ga dac biet
(house special
chicken pho), which
comes with white and
dark chicken meat,
giblets and a quail
egg.

Address:
11778 Bellaire,
281-879-5899

Pho Saigon, at 2808Milam, serves a classic version of pho, including pho dac biet with tai and bo vien.
Melissa Phillip photos/ Houston Chronicle

tried-and-true pho
shops such as Pho
SaigonMidtown, where
Phuong Tran and
his family have been
serving traditional pho
tai alongside glasses
of Vietnamese iced
coffee (ca phe sua da)
made in the old-school
metal drip filters since
the 1980s. Katie Couric
famously sampled a
bowl here earlier this
year for her Yahoo News
video series, “Cities
Rising: Rebuilding.”

In Lucky Peach’s pho-
focused issue, Chang
wrote an essay called
“The Future of Pho.”
His prediction: “I think
we’re going to see pho
change, the same way Dien Pham, Pho Dien owner, 11830 Bellaire, says good pho starts with bone broth.
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MaiPhamisa freelance food
writer inHouston.
Email: food@chron.com.

Want to make pho at home? Nicole Routhier shared a
simplified version of the pho recipe that appeared in her
game-changing cookbook “The Foods of Vietnam” (Stewart,
Tabori and Chang, 1989). To find the full version of the
recipe, visit houstonchronicle.com/houstonphocity.

Hanoi Beef Noodle Soup

From Nicole Routhier
Makes 4 main-course

servings

BROTH
2 (28-ounce) cans

“Pho Bo” beef
broth, preferably
Temple brand or
Two Horses brand,
available at
Vietnamese
markets

1 “Pho Hoa” spice
bag, available at
Vietnamese
markets

½ teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons fish

sauce, preferably
Three Crabs
brand

BEEF & HERBS
1 pound beef

tenderloin, lean beef
sirloin or eye of round
(for easier slicing,
place the piece
of meat in the
freezer 30-40
minutes until slightly
frozen)

½ yellow onion, thinly
sliced

2 scallions, thinly
sliced (use both
white and green
parts)

2 tablespoons coarsely
chopped cilantro
leaves

NOODLE & GARNISHES
1 pound fresh Banh

Pho rice noodles,
available in the
refrigerated section
at Vietnamese
markets

Freshly ground black
pepper

2 cups fresh bean
sprouts

1 lime, quartered
Fresh Thai chili peppers

or jalapeño peppers,
thinly sliced

Fresh basil sprigs

Instuctions: Pour the
beef broth into a large pot.

Add the spice bag and
bring to a boil over high
heat.

Reduce the heat to low,
cover, and simmer until
the broth is well infused
with the spices, about 20
minutes.

Remove and discard
the spice bag.

Add salt and fish sauce
to the broth. Set aside.

Using a sharp knife, cut
the meat into paper-thin
slices.

Arrange the slices in
overlapping layers on a
platter. Set aside.

Combine the sliced
onion, scallions, and
cilantro in a bowl. Set
aside.

For the garnishes,
arrange the bean sprouts,
lime, chili peppers, and
basil on a platter. Set
aside.

When you are ready
to serve, bring the beef
broth back to a simmer,
covered. In another pot,
bring 2 quarts of water to
a boil.

Add the noodles, and
loosen the strands with
a fork.

Heat until the noodle
are just limp, 30 seconds.

Pour the contents into
a colander, and drain.

Divide the noodles
among 4 deep soup
bowls, and top each with
the sliced beef.

Add the herb mixture
and a generous sprinkling
of freshly ground black
pepper to each bowl.

Bring the broth to a
rolling boil, and ladle it
directly over the meat in
each bowl (the boiling
broth will cook the raw
beef instantly).

Serve immediately,
adding the garnishes to
the soup as you eat.

that ramen and pizza
have evolved into many
different things. Pho is
a blank slate for people
to work with. Look at
what ramen in America
was decades ago, and all
the regional and shop-
specific styles that have
popped up since.We’re
only at the starting line
with pho.”

I’d say we’re well past
the starting line in Hous-
ton. LA Crawfish intro-
duced a crawfish pho,
which blends Cajun and
Vietnamese sensibilities,
as early as 2013. Pho &
Crab inMemorial intro-
duced a crab, shrimp and
scallop pho in 2014.

And on a recent
Tuesday evening in the
Heights, chef Vincent
Huynh took liberties
with the classic pho
recipe during a pho pop-
up event at neo-ice house
Eight Row Flint, which
typically serves tacos
from an on-site truck.

Huynh started with
veal bones but roasted

them like the French
do whenmaking stock,
simmering the liquid for
48 hours before adding a
special blend of spices to
yield a chocolate-colored
broth with a caramelized
beef flavor. He topped it
with thinly slicedMarble
Ranch chuck eye and

Revival Market house-
made pork meatballs,
then served the pho with
a side of Asian herbs
that deviated from those
offered at traditional pho
restaurants. He sold out
within a couple of hours.

“I thinkmaking pho
in Houston is just as

appropriate as making
gumbo in Louisiana,”
Huynh said. “I grew up
here. It’s a local dish.
It’s become part of our
culinary canon.”

Pho Ga Dakao, served at Pho Ga Dac Biet, is one of many twists on the classic soup.
Mai Pham

Victor Lam, left, his son, Long Lam, and daughter-in-law, Angeli Ancho, eat
pho and beef bone marrow at Pho Dien.

Melissa Phillip / Houston Chronicle


